MASTERPIECE THEATRE: ART CINEMA SERIES
at the Falmouth Art Center – 137 Gifford Street
2018 SPRING FILMS begin at 3:30 pm
on the 2nd and 4th Wednesdays of the month.
Coffee, Tea, and Light Refreshments Provided

suggested $5 donation per person
April 11: 2 parts
Waldemar Januszczak looks at the pursuit of pleasure in the Rococo age, to which a huge
amount of cultural energy was devoted. For the first time in history, pleasure and happiness
were seen as unalienable human rights that everyone was free to pursue and is reflected
so poignantly in the art. 1 hour
Waldemar returns. When you spend as much time as the Rococo did having fun and
escaping reality, madness soon sets in. The 18th century is seen as the era of frivolity and
enjoyment, but in an age of such decadence there was also the brutish satire of Hogarth,
the mysterious masked figures of Longhi, the anguish of Messerschmidt and the depths of
Goya's macabre genius. 1 hour

April 25: 2 parts
Francisco Goya is Spain’s most celebrated artist and considered the father of modern art.,
Goya takes the genre of portraiture to new heights and his genius is reappraised in a muchanticipated landmark exhibition at The National Gallery, London. 52 minutes
Pierre-Auguste Renoir is known and loved for his impressionist paintings of Paris. These
paintings count among the world’s favorites. Renoir, however, grew tired of this style and
changed course. This stunning film examines the direction he then took and why it
provokes such extreme reactions right up to today. 52 minutes

May 9: For many great artists the garden has long been considered a desirable subject
for the expression of color, light and atmosphere. This dazzling film takes a magical journey
from the gallery to the gardens, to Giverny and Seebull and other glorious grounds favored
by artists such as Matisse and Monet. For lovers of art or lovers of gardens, this is an ideal
film. 93 minutes

May 23: For Memorial Day: This is a documentary of an amazing young woman, Maya
Lin, who is most famous for her monuments such as the Vietnam Memorial Wall and the
Civil Rights Fountain Memorial. 1 hour 45 minutes

June 13: This film traces the turbulent life of the well-known artists, Jackson Pollock.
Although his wife, LeeDrasner, is dedicated to carving Pollock’s name into art history,
Pollock finds himself in a downward spiral that threatens to destroy not only his marriage
and promising career but, perhaps, even his life. 2 hours

June 27: Narrated by Robert Di Nero, this film is both an explanation of modern art and
the story of Hans Hoffman who influenced thousands, some of whom are today’s leading
artists. 55 minutes

